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A FORENSIC LINK
TO THE PAST
Inside Track meets a colleague with a unique claim to fame: his distant relative
pioneered the line of work in which he himself has become an expert

C

apability adviser
Richard Case,
in the centre for
applied science and
technology, is a descendant of
Charles Stockley Collins, one of
three founding members of the
Metropolitan Police Fingerprint
Bureau, established in 1901.
‘The coincidence is that I trained
to be a fingerprint expert myself – a
career that I chose long before I
knew about Collins and my family
tree,’ says Richard, who recently
joined the Home Office as part of
the National Policing Improvement
Agency transition.
Richard explains that he became
interested in tracing his family
history after watching the TV
show, ‘Who do you think you are?’
– before long the name Stockley
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Collins came up and the rest, as
they say, is history.
‘A couple of certificates proved
that Charles was the famous
fingerprint expert and that we were
related! I can’t believe that we do the
same job. There aren’t that many
fingerprint experts in Britain.’
Richard’s research shows that
after joining the Metropolitan
Police in 1886, Collins worked in
CID and the habitual criminals
unit. In 1901, a leading figure
in the police, Sir Edward Henry,
convinced Scotland Yard that
it should have a fingerprint
investigation bureau.
MAKING A MARK
The Metropolitan Police
Fingerprint Bureau’s main role
was to compare fingerprints with

Eye for evidence:
Richard shows
some of the
records of his
relative Charles
Stockley Collins
who pioneered
fingerprinting in
policing

those of criminals with previous
convictions, though they were also
asked to fingerprint crime scenes.
And, in 1905, Collins cemented
his place in forensic history when a
fingerprint he took led to the first
conviction for murder based on
fingerprint evidence.
Brothers Albert and Alfred
Stratton were tried and executed
for the murder of the two elderly
owners of a paint shop in Deptford.
Police had little evidence other
than a fingerprint found on the
underside of a cash box at the scene.
But Inspector Collins demonstrated
that the fingerprint found matched
Alfred’s print on up to 12 points of
agreement. The jury was convinced
and the brothers were convicted.
Since Richard made the
discovery of his exceptional
ties with the history of forensic
policing, he has researched further
and discovered he is also related
to James Stockley, who joined
the Metropolitan Police in 1885.
He went on to become chief
inspector and was involved in
many high-profile cases, including
that of Jack the Ripper.
Richard is trying to find out
more about Charles and is keen
to hear from other people who
have found a link to the Stockley
family. ‘It’s such a coincidence
that I started my career staring at
fingerprints through a magnifying
glass, just as Charles did almost a
century ago.’
Contact Richard at:
Richard.Case@homeoffice.
gsi.gov.uk
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